RECENT CNN-BASED TECHNIQUES FOR BREAST CANCER HISTOLOGY IMAGE CLASSIFICATION
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ABSTRACT: Histology images are extensively used by pathologists to assess abnormalities and detect malignancy in breast tissues. On the other hand, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are by far, the privileged models for image classification and interpretation. Based on these two facts, we surveyed the recent CNN-based methods for breast cancer histology image analysis. The survey focuses on two major issues usually faced by CNN-based methods namely the design of an appropriate CNN architecture and the lack of a sufficient labelled dataset for training the model. Regarding the design of the CNN architecture, methods examining breast histology images adopt three main approaches: Designing manually from scratch the CNN architecture, using pre-trained models and adopting an automatic architecture design. Methods addressing the lack of labelled datasets are grouped into four categories: methods using pre-trained models, methods using data augmentation, methods adopting weakly supervised learning and those adopting feedforward filter learning. Research works from each category and reported performance are presented in this paper. We conclude the paper by indicating some future research directions related to the analysis of histology images.
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1. **INTRODUCTION**

Breast cancer is the most common cancer among women in developed countries (IARC, 2020) (Intercollegiate and Network, 2005) (Sickles, 1997). Currently, pathologists examine histology images to interpret the tissue appearance and detect abnormal conditions. These images usually have a large resolution, different magnification scales, various acquisition processes, and different staining methods, which set them apart from other medical images (See Figure 1). Besides, the result of a histology image analysis may vary from different pathologists, and sometimes from different analyses done by the same pathologist (Gurcan et al., 2009, Germain, 2017), which leads to inter-observer and intra-observer variability and uncertainties in the decision-making process. Hence, there is a need for developing effective and efficient computer-aided techniques to analyze and interpret histology images.

Machine Learning (ML) is a discipline of Artificial Intelligence that has proven to be very efficient in solving classification problems. It allows computers to learn from data without being explicitly programmed. Supervised learning is an ML category in which a model is trained on a set of inputs (features) with known outcomes (labels). Once the training is completed, the defined model will be capable of making predictions when fed with new unseen data. Traditionally, features are explicitly selected and extracted by the user (see Figure 2).

Extracted features are mostly related to intensity, morphology, and texture (Boucheron, 2008) (Dundar et al., 2011) (Liu et al., 2011). Examples of these features include: (i) Gabor-wavelet filters, and density measures features (Marugame et al., 2009), (ii) Gaussian Markov random field and fractal dimension features (Al-Kadi, 2010), (iii) intensity, morphological, co-occurrence, and run-length features (Irshad, 2013), (iv) Haar-like features and Gaussian filters features (Vink et al., 2013), and (v) local binary patterns, morphometric features, entropy features and gray-Level co-occurrence matrix (Tashk et al., 2015) (Bruno et al., 2016), (Peikari et al., 2017).

With the advent of Deep Learning (DL), image classification and object recognition achieved unprecedented levels of accuracy (Lecun et al., 2015). Similarly, its application to healthcare especially for analyzing medical images showed excellent performance in solving various problems such as segmentation, interpretation and registration (Kim M et al., 2019). The success of DL is mainly due to the ability of modern computers to process huge amounts of data, and extract features automatically at different abstraction levels. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), is a DL technique specially adapted to process images and videos. The first CNN, LeNet (Y. LeCun et al., 1998) was proposed in 1998 to classify handwritten digits, but the real surge in CNN popularity started with AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012) when it won the ImageNet challenge 2012 and since then several deeper and more performant CNNs were developed (VGG16 (K. Simonyan and A. Zisserman, 2014), GoogleNet (C. Szegedy et al., 2015 and 2016), and ResNet (He et al., 2016).
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**Figure 1.** Benign and malignant samples from BreakHis dataset of various magnification (F. Spanhol, 2016).
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**Figure 2.** The traditional machine learning process for breast cancer histology image classification.
CNN-based methods, including those addressing histopathology image classification, usually face two major challenges: 1) there is no systematic approach for designing an appropriate CNN architecture and 2) there is a need for large-scale training datasets that is, unfortunately not available for many real-world problems, including those related to the medical field.

This review aims at exploring how these two major challenges have been addressed in the literature, especially by those research works using breast cancer histopathological images. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first article conducting such a study.

The selection of the reviewed papers is based on the search keywords “Deep Learning, Histopathology and Breast cancer” in Springer, ScienceDirect, and IEEE Explore during the period 2013-2021. The total number of publications in the breast cancer histopathology classification gradually increased during that period (See Figure3). The search returned with 987 research papers, then we removed 136 duplications, and reported only the papers related to the classification of breast cancer using CNN.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the main components of a CNN model and introduces the datasets used by the methods included in this survey.

Section 3 describes the proposed models for breast cancer histology image classification and categorizes them based on the way their architecture is designed.

Section 4 describes methods proposed to address the problem of the lack of labelled datasets. The performance, in terms of accuracy and training time, of all surveyed works, were reported.

The paper concludes by summarizing the main characteristics of the proposed approaches and presenting some future research directions related to the analysis of histology images.
Most of the models discussed in this paper are trained and tested on breast cancer datasets publicly available on the Internet. Their links are shown in Table 1.

Three main performance metrics are used by the methods surveyed in this paper. Classification accuracy, F-score metric and Area Under Curve (AUC), where

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{\text{# of correct classifications}}{\text{Total number of tested images}} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\text{F-Score} = \frac{2 \times \text{Precision} \times \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}} \tag{2}
\]

where precision is the fraction of correctly classified images among those labelled as positive, and recall is the fraction correctly classified images out of all positive images in the test dataset.

3. Area Under the Curve (AUC) indicates how well the positive classes are classified compared to negative classes. \tag{3}

F-score and AUC are more appropriate for evaluating the classification performance on datasets with imbalanced classes.

3. **CNN ARCHITECTURE DESIGN**

Based on the way architectures are designed, we can categorize CNN-based methods for classifying cancer histology images into three categories: (i) Manually-designed CNN architectures, (ii) Pre-trained CNN architectures, and (iii) Automatically-designed CNN architectures.

- **Manually-Designed CNN Architectures**

Most CNN-based histology image classification methods are of this category as shown in **Table 2**. They use relatively shallow architectures (small number of layers) and backpropagation algorithms for filter learning. They are trained mostly on datasets of limited size using a limited number of epochs and achieve moderate to good levels of performance.

(Ciresan et al., 2013) proposed a 6-layer CNN (four Convolutional and pooling layers and two fully-connected layers) to detect mitosis in a dataset of 50 images. It was trained for one day with less than 30 epochs in an optimized GPU implementation. This method won the ICP2012 competition by achieving an F1-score of 0.78. (Cruz-Roa et al., 2014) designed a 3-layer CNN to automatically detect invasive ductal carcinoma from whole-slide images (WSI) of breast cancer. The dataset consists of 162 WSI s from which about 165000 patches of size 100x100 were extracted and used for model training and testing. The proposed CNN was trained with 25 epochs and achieved an F1-score of 0.71. (Wang et al., 2014) proposed a cascade ensemble that combines hand-crafted features (morphology, colour, and texture features) with features extracted from a 3-layer CNN. These two feature sets were passed to a random forest classifier to detect mitotic nuclei on the ICP2012 dataset consisting of 50 High Power Field images (scanned into 2084x2084 pixels RGB images). The model was trained for 9 epochs and it required nearly 18 hours without GPU implementation. They reported an F1-score of 0.73. (Litjens et al., 2016) proposed a patch-based CNN model to classify prostate cancer and detect micro-metastases and macro-metastases breast cancer in sentinel lymph nodes. Their dataset consists of 271 WSIs from which 2.6 million patches of size 128x128 were obtained through data augmentation. For metastases detection, the CNN was trained with 12 epochs, each epoch requiring 200 minutes on GeForce GTX970, and obtained an AUC of 0.88. (Araújo et al., 2017) proposed an 8-layer CNN model that classifies histology images into four categories: i) normal tissue, ii) benign lesion, iii) in situ carcinoma, and iv) invasive carcinoma. Their dataset consists of 269 high resolution images (2049x1536 pixels) obtained from the Bio-imaging 2015 breast histology classification challenge dataset from which 70000 (512x512) patches were extracted. The CNN model was trained with 50 epochs and achieved a validation accuracy of 80.6% for binary classification (non-carcinoma and carcinoma). The accuracy improved to 83.3% when using the CNN as a feature selection tool and an SVM as a classifier. (Bayramoglu et al., 2017) proposed two 6-layer CNN architectures for breast cancer histology image classification characterized by their independence of the magnification level. A single task CNN (3 convolutional layers followed by 3 fully connected layers) was used to predict malignancy and a multi-task CNN (3 convolutional layers followed by two sequential fully connected layers) is used to predict both malignancy and image magnification level simultaneously. The CNNs were trained with images from different magnification levels (40x, 100x, 200x, and 400x) of BreaKHis dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Links</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patchcamelyon</td>
<td><a href="https://patchcamelyon.grand-challenge.org/Download/">https://patchcamelyon.grand-challenge.org/Download/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaggle data repository</td>
<td><a href="https://www.kaggle.com/c/histopathological-carcinoma">https://www.kaggle.com/c/histopathological-carcinoma</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The authors reported an improved probability map estimation. The authors regions with high uncertainty, which produces an probability map. Dense sampling is further applied to resulting predictions are used to build an interpolated WSI. The training data is obtained by applying a called HASHI for invasive breast cancer detection in unseen WSIs are passed to a 2-layer CNN classifier; resulting from a pseudorandom sampling of the new regular sampling on 600 labelled WSIs. The patches of 0.79. (Cruz-Roa TUPAC16 dataset). The authors reported an F 1-score ICPR2012 context dataset and 73 HPFs from the mitotic nuclei. The patches were extracted from two of 3.4GHz to classify the patches into mitotic and non-mitosis patches to be used for retraining the CNN with are then balanced and combined with augmented mitosis patches to be used for retraining the CNN with 25 additional epochs during 15 hours on i7-3770 CPU of 3.4GHz to classify the patches into mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei. The patches were extracted from two datasets (50 HPFs(high-power fields) from the ICPR2012 context dataset and 73 HPFs from the TUPAC16 dataset). The authors reported an F1-score of 0.79. (Cruz-Roa et al., 2018) proposed a framework called HASHI for invasive breast cancer detection in WSI. The training data is obtained by applying a regular sampling on 600 labelled WSIs. The patches resulting from a pseudorandom sampling of the new unseen WSIs are passed to a 2-layer CNN classifier; resulting predictions are used to build an interpolated probability map. Dense sampling is further applied to regions with high uncertainty, which produces an improved probability map estimation. The authors reported an AUC of 0.90. (Roy et al., 2019) proposed an 8-layer CNN model for binary (Non-Malignant and Malignant) and multi-class (normal, benign, in-situ and invasive) classification on the ICIAR-2018 dataset, which consists of 500 images (400 for training and 100 for testing) of size 2048x1536. The model was trained with about 70 epochs on 128GB RAM of CPU based system with Xenon processor to yield an accuracy of 92.5% and 90% for binary classification and multi-classification, respectively.

Table 2. Overview of manually-designed cnn architectures used in breast cancer histology image classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>CNN Architecture</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Cirecsan et al., 2013)</td>
<td>6-layer CNN(4-Convolutional layers and 2 Fully-connected layers)</td>
<td>ICPR2012(50 images)</td>
<td>F1-score :0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cruz-Roa et al., 2014)</td>
<td>3-layer CNN (2-Convolutional layers and a Fully-connected layer)</td>
<td>Hospital of University of Pennsylvania and The cancer Institute of New Jersey dataset (162 images )</td>
<td>F-score : 0.71 Acc: 84.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang et al., 2014)</td>
<td>3-layer CNN (2-Convolutional layers and a Fully-connected layer)</td>
<td>ICPR dataset (50 images)</td>
<td>F-score : 0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Litjens et al., 2016)</td>
<td>6-layer CNN(4-Convolutional layers and 2 Fully-connected layers )</td>
<td>Radboud University Medical Center dataset(173 images)</td>
<td>AUC: 0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Araújo et al., 2017)</td>
<td>8-layer CNN(5 Convolutional layers and 3 Fully-Connected layers)</td>
<td>Bioimaging 2015 breast histology classification challenge dataset (269 images)</td>
<td>Acc: multi-class:77.8% and binary-class: 83.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bayramoglu et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Two 6-layer CNNs</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Average recognition rate:83.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wahab et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Two-Phase CNN model</td>
<td>ICPR2012 dataset(50 images) and TUPAC16 dataset(73 images)</td>
<td>F-score : 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Cruz-Roa et al., 2018)</td>
<td>2-layer CNN</td>
<td>Hospital of the Univ. of Pennsylvania(239 images), Case Western Reserve Univ(110 images), Cancer Institute of New Jersey(52 images), and The Cancer Genome Atlas(195 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 0.90 Dice Coefficient: 76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Roy et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Patch-Based classifier with CNN (6-convolutional layers and 2-fully connected layers)</td>
<td>ICIAR-2018 Dataset (500 images)</td>
<td>Acc: Binay-class: 92.5% Multi-Class:90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The authors reported an average recognition accuracy of 83.25% for single CNN and averages of 82.13% and 80.10% for benign or malignant classification and magnification detection respectively. (Wahab et al., 2017) proposed a two-phase CNN to handle imbalanced histology data. The first phase of the CNN was trained with 80x80 pixels non-mitosis patches to classify them into three imbalanced classes: easy, normal and hard using 5 epochs. The resulting classes are then balanced and combined with augmented mitosis patches to be used for retraining the CNN with 25 additional epochs during 15 hours on i7-3770 CPU of 3.4GHz to classify the patches into mitotic and non-mitotic nuclei. The patches were extracted from two datasets (50 HPFs(high-power fields) from the ICPR2012 context dataset and 73 HPFs from the TUPAC16 dataset). The authors reported an F1-score of 0.79. (Cruz-Roa et al., 2018) proposed a framework called HASHI for invasive breast cancer detection in WSI. The training data is obtained by applying a regular sampling on 600 labelled WSIs. The patches resulting from a pseudorandom sampling of the new unseen WSIs are passed to a 2-layer CNN classifier; resulting predictions are used to build an interpolated probability map. Dense sampling is further applied to regions with high uncertainty, which produces an improved probability map estimation. The authors reported an AUC of 0.90. (Roy et al., 2019) proposed an 8-layer CNN model for binary (Non-Malignant and Malignant) and multi-class (normal, benign, in-situ and invasive) classification on the ICIAR-2018 dataset, which consists of 500 images (400 for training and 100 for testing) of size 2048x1536. The model was trained with about 70 epochs on 128GB RAM of CPU based system with Xenon processor to yield an accuracy of 92.5% and 90% for binary classification and multi-classification, respectively.

- Pre-trained CNN Architectures

This category of methods implements transfer learning, where features learned to solve a problem from one domain constitute the baseline for the features used to solve a problem from a different but related domain (Mehra, 2018). These techniques take an existing CNN architecture usually trained on a large dataset, and retrain it on a smaller dataset related to the problem under investigation. During the training, only the weights of the last few layers are updated using the backpropagation approach for filter learning. These CNNs are usually deep (more than seven layers), initially trained for a long time and with a large number of epochs which make them very performant in solving the original problem. Retraining takes usually, much less time (less epochs) on much smaller datasets and resulting models
Table 3. Overview of pre-trained CNN architectures used in breast cancer histology image classification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>CNN Architecture</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Fabio Alexandre Spanhol et al., 2016)</td>
<td>AlexNet</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 85.6 (40x), 83.0 (100x), 83.1 (200x), 80.8 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fabio A Spanhol et al., 2017)</td>
<td>BVLC CaffeNet model (pre-trained AlexNet as a CNN) along with DeCaf features</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 84.3 (40x), 84.7 (100x), 84.1 (200x), 81.6 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Song et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Component Selective Encoding CNN (combination of Fisher vector and VggNet19)</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 87.5 (40x), 88.6 (100x), 85.5 (200x), 85.0 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bejnordi et al., 2017)</td>
<td>CAS-CNN (a combination of wide-ResNet and VggNet)</td>
<td>Radboud University Medical Centre Dataset (224 images)</td>
<td>AUC: 0.96 (Binary) Acc: 89.4% (Binary) Acc: 81.3% (multi-class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Han et al., 2017)</td>
<td>Class Structure-based Deep Convolutional Neural Network (GoogleNet)</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 95.8 (40x), 96.9 (100x), 96.7 (200x), 94.9 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vang et al., 2018)</td>
<td>InceptionV3 and Dual-path network</td>
<td>ICIAR-2018 Dataset (400 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 87.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Motlagh et al., 2018)</td>
<td>ResNet152</td>
<td>TMA database (6,402) and BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>TMA - Acc: 99.8% BreakHis Acc: 97.8% (Binary) Acc: 94.6% (multi-class)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Vesal et al., 2018)</td>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>BACH-2018 dataset (320 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 97.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kausar et al., 2019)</td>
<td>VggNet16</td>
<td>ICIAR 2018 (400 images) and BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 98.2% (ICIAR2018) 96.85% (40x-BreakHis)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budak et al. (2019)</td>
<td>FCN based on AlexNet and Bi-LSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory)</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 95.69 (40x), 93.61 (100x), 96.32 (200x), 94.29 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alom et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Inception Recurrent Residual CNN (IRRCNN)</td>
<td>Bioimaging Challenge 2015</td>
<td>Acc: 99.05% (for binary) and 98.59% (for multi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vo et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Inception and Gradient boosting trees</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 93.5 (40x), 95.3 (100x), 96.1 (200x), 91.1 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Anwar et al., 2020)</td>
<td>ResNet50,HoG,WPD</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 97.10 (40x), 97.56 (100x), 96.41 (200x), 94.32 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Chakraborty et al., 2020)</td>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>Kaggle data repository (220,025 patches of images)</td>
<td>Acc: 96.48% F1-score: 96.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laxmisagar and Hanumantharaju (2021)</td>
<td>MobileNet2.10ex</td>
<td>Bioimaging Challenge 2015</td>
<td>Acc: 88.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Munien and Viriri (2021)</td>
<td>EfficientNet</td>
<td>ICIAR2018 dataset</td>
<td>Acc: 98.33%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
are usually of high performance. The most re-used CNN architectures are AlexNet (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), VggNet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014), GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al., 2015), and ResNet (He et al., 2016) (See Table 3).

AlexNet is an 8-layer CNN trained on an ILSVRC dataset (Deng et al., 2009). The dataset consists of images of 1000 different classes. 1.2 million images are used for training, 50,000 images for validation and 150,000 images for testing. It took 6 days for a 90-epoch training and achieved a winning error rate of 15.3%. The second version of AlexNet trained on CIFAR-10 dataset that contains 60000 images (50000 for training and 10000 for testing) from 10-classes has also been used as a pre-trained model (Krizhevsky and Hinton, 2010). AlexNet pre-trained on an ILSVRC14 challenge dataset for 74 epochs and won second place by obtaining an error rate of 14.7% and 7.3% respectively. GoogLeNet is a 22-layer architecture also trained on the ILSVRC14 challenge dataset and won the competition by obtaining an error rate of 6.7%. ResNet is a deep network that is available in different versions, the most common ones have 50, 101, and 152 layers respectively. The ResNet50 was trained on the ImageNet dataset and achieved an error rate of 5.25%. The ResNet101 model was trained using 80k iterations for detection and segmentation of the COCO 2015 challenge dataset and won the COCO 2015 competitions by achieving a 28% relative improvement on object detection. The ResNet152 model was trained on the ILSVRC15 challenge dataset for $60 \times 10^4$ iterations and won the ILSVRC15 competitions by achieving an error rate of 3.57%. Classification of histology images with pre-trained networks yields better performance compared with manually designed CNNs.

Fabio Alexandre Spanhol et al. (2016) applied the AlexNet pre-trained on the CIFAR-10 dataset on a multi- magnification dataset called BreaKHis that was introduced by (Fabio A Spanhol et al., 2015). A subset of 1000 patches of size 64x64 was used to train the model for about 80,000 iterations to obtain image-level accuracy of 85.6 ± 4.8% (40x), 83.0 ± 3.9% (100x), 83.1 ± 1.9% (200x), and 80.8 ± 3 % (400x). (Fabio A Spanhol et al., 2017) applied a modified version of AlexNet (the order of pooling and normalization layer was exchanged) pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. On the breaks dataset their model achieved an image-level accuracy of 84.3 ± 2.9% (40x), 84.7 ± 4.4% (100x), 84.1 ± 1.5% (200x), and 81.6 ± 3.7% (400x). (Song et al., 2017) proposed a model, which extracts features from the final convolutional layer of VggNet19, encoded by a fisher-vector to feed an SVM classifier. The proposed model was evaluated on the BreaKHis dataset and obtained a binary classification accuracy of 87.5 ± 1.6 (40x), 88.6 ± 3.6 (100x), 85.5 ± 2.0 (200x), and 85.0 ± 4.6 (400x). (Bejnordi et al., 2017) proposed a cascaded CNN (CAS-CNN) model, which is a combination of a modified version of ResNet called Wide-ResNet (Zagoruyko and Komodakis, 2016) and VggNet. The proposed CAS-CNN model was trained and tested on 224 WSI (100 normal/benign, 69 DCIS, and 55 IDC WSI) from Radboud University Medical Center, Netherland. An Accuracy of 89% was obtained for binary classification (Benign and Cancer) and 81% for multi-classification (Benign, Ductal Carcinoma, and Invasive Ductal Carcinoma). (Han et al., 2017) proposed a Class Structure-based Deep CNN (CSDCNN), which is based on a pre-trained GoogLeNet for binary and multi-classification. The data augmentation method was applied on BreaKHis dataset to increase the training images. Moreover, an over-sampling based on Gaussian distribution was applied to deal with the imbalance of the classes. The training took 10 hours on the augmented dataset on Intel i7- NIVIDA Quadro K22200 GPU and achieved image-level accuracies of (95.8 ± 3.1 (40x), 96.9 ± 1.9 (100x), 96.7 ± 2.0 (200x), and 94.9 ± 2.8 (400x)). (Vang et al., 2018) used the pre-trained GoogLeNet model on the ICIAR-2018 challenge dataset, which contains 400 microscopy images of size 2040x1536 pixels. The training was conducted on 4 GPUs (2 NVIDIA TitanX GPUs and 2 NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti) for 30 epochs to achieve an accuracy of 87.5% for a multi-classification (normal, benign, in-situ carcinoma and invasive carcinoma). (Motlagh et al., 2018) used the pre-trained ResNet152 to extract hierarchical features on TMA (Tissue Micro Array) and BreaKHis datasets. The model was trained on ASUS GeForce GTX1080 for 3000 epochs. It achieved an accuracy of 98.7% and 96.4%, for binary and multi-classification, respectively. (Vesal et al., 2018) applied ResNet50 on the BACH-2018 challenge dataset, which consists of 400 WSI of size 2040x1536 pixels. From the 320 training images, 67,200 patches of size 512x512 were extracted for training. The model was trained for about 100 epochs and achieved an accuracy of 97.5%. (Kausar et al., 2019) proposed a modified version of VggNet16 by replacing the last three fully connected layers with a global pooling layer. The input of the model consists of Haar wavelet-decomposed images. ICIAR2018 and BreaKHis datasets have been used to train the model for about 150 epochs on NVIDIA Tesla M40 GPU to achieve an accuracy of 98.2% and 96.85% on the two datasets, respectively. (Budak et al., 2019) used an integrated model combining AlexNet, and Bi-LSTM (Bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory) to classify BreaKHis dataset. The authors reported that pre-trained AlexNet was re-trained for 40 epochs in the NVIDIA Quadro P6000 GPU, and achieved the accuracy of 95.69% (40x), 93.61% (100x), 96.31% (200x), and 94.29% (400x). (Alom et al., 2019) proposed a model that combines Inception-V4, ResNet and Recurrent CNN. The model was re-trained for 150 epochs on the BreaKHis dataset using a 56G of RAM GPU with NVIDIA GeForce GTX-980 Ti. It achieved an accuracy of 97.95% (40x), 97.57% (100x), 97.32 (200x), and 97.36% (400x). (Vo et al., 2019) proposed
a model based on Inception-v3 and ResNet-152. It was trained on BreaKHis dataset for 50 epochs on GeForce GTX 1080 Ti that yields an accuracy of 93.5% (40x), 95.3(100x), 96.1% (200x), and 91.1% (400x). (Anwar et al., 2020) proposed a model that combines features produced by ResNet50, wavelets packet decomposition, and histograms of the gradient. PCA is then applied to reduce the feature dimensionality. A Data Augmentation was applied to the BreaKHis dataset to obtain 237270 training patches. The authors reported accuracies of 97.10 (40x), 97.56 (100x), 96.41 (200x), and 94.32 (400x). (Chakraborty et al., 2020) proposed a Dual Channel Residual CNN (DCRCNN) which decomposes input images into two separate stain channels (Eosin and Hemotoxylin) (Ruifrok, 2019). Stain channels are fed into two separate ResNet50; resulting features are then fused for classification. The proposed model was applied on Kagggle data repository (Kaggle Dataset, 2018), which contains nearly 220,025 images of size 96x96. The authors trained the model for 50 epochs and achieved an accuracy, and F1-score of 96.48% and 96.32%, respectively. Laxmisagar and Hanumantharaju (2021) proposed a model that incorporated MobileNet2.10e with fully convolutional deep neural network on bio-imaging challenge 2015 dataset. This model was trained for 280 epochs in Google colab with GPU 2496 CUDA, and achieved an accuracy of 88.92%. (Munien and Viriri, 2021) proposed a model based on EfficientNet-B2 trained for 50 epochs in Google colab with NVIDIA Tesla K80 GPU, and achieved an accuracy of 98.3% in ICIAR2018 dataset.

- **Automatically-Designed CNN Architecture**

Network Architecture Search (NAS) is a state-of-the-art approach for designing efficient CNN-based solutions; It was recently introduced to automate and optimize the hyper-parameters and the architecture design of neural networks (Zoph and Le, 2017)(Wistuba, 2019). NAS methods can be categorized according to three dimensions (Elsken et al. 2019): search space, search strategies and performance evaluation strategies. The search space defines which architectures a NAS method might discover, the search strategy defines the way the search space is explored to discover an optimized architecture in terms of some parameters such as number of layers, number of filters, size of the filters and pooling window, and strides while a performance evaluation strategy aims at estimating the performance of a neural network architecture in terms of predefined criteria such as the accuracy. The reader is referred to (Elsken et al. 2019) for more details on these strategies.

(Koohbanani et al., 2018) proposed a model that applies the NAS approach to design a neural network for breast cancer histology image classification. In this work, a Bayesian optimization approach (Zoph and Le, 2017) was applied to estimate the optimal values of the main hyper-parameters of the model (filter size, dropout layer, learning rate, and momentum). The optimized model was used to detect metastasis on CAMELYON16 dataset that consists of 400 WSI (270 WSI for training and 130 WSI for testing). The authors reported an AUC of 0.99. (Oyelade and Ezugwu, 2021) proposed a NAS based model using Ebola Optimization Search Algorithm for search space to optimize the hyper-parameters of deep neural networks that applied on the breast cancer histopathology images of BreaKHis and BACH dataset. The optimized model trained for 500 epochs on both datasets and attained a 100% accuracy.

### 4. LACK OF LABELED HISTOLOGY DATASETS

To achieve high prediction performance, a CNN model requires large labelled training datasets which is, unfortunately, not available for many problem domains including the medical domain. There are two main reasons behind the lack of labelled histology image datasets: 1) Labeling histology images is time-consuming and requires medical experts, which make the task very expensive. 2) Medical data, in general, are usually confidential and therefore not easily available to the research community. Several approaches have been adopted to address this problem; the most common methods used for histology image classification are patch generation, data augmentation and pre-trained CNNs. The two other methods addressing this problem are weakly supervised learning and feed-forward filter learning.

- **Commonly Used Approaches Dealing with Small Histology Datasets**

Histology images are in general of large size (Wide Slide Images 2040 x 1536 pixels) which allows increasing the number of the dataset samples by generating thousands of smaller labelled images (patches) from the original WSI dataset (Litjens et al., 2016) (Araújo et al., 2017) (Wahab et al., 2017) (Vesal et al., 2018). Data augmentation is another commonly adopted method for increasing the size of image datasets. It consists of generating additional labelled images by applying various image transformations, such as rotation, translation, zooming, and cropping, to the original dataset. (Fabio Alexandre Spanhol et al., 2016) (Vang et al., 2018) (Anwar et al., 2020). Finally, pre-trained models are often adopted because they can lead to high accuracy even when re-trained on relatively small datasets (Song et al., 2017) (Bejnordi et al., 2017).

- **CNN using Weakly-Supervised Learning**

Weakly supervised learning includes three categories (Zhou, 2018): 1) incomplete supervision, in which only a subset of training data is given with labels; 2)inexact supervision, in which the training data are given with only coarse-grained labels, and 3) inaccurate supervision, in which the given labels are not always ground truth (Albarqouni et al., 2016).
Incomplete supervision is implemented via two major techniques, namely active learning which involves a human expert to label selected unlabeled instances considered as the most valuable, and semi-supervised learning that makes use of labelled data and some basic assumptions about data distribution to predict labels of unlabeled data. For more details, the reader is referred to (Zhou, 2018). Inexact supervision uses the multiple-instance learning (MIL) technique introduced by (Dietterich et al., 1997). In MIL, CNNs inputs consist of multiple instances of images (called a bag of images), and the bag labels are obtained using two methods that are instance-based and bag-based methods. For more details, the reader is referred to (Herrera et al., 2016). In inaccurate supervision, training data may contain erroneous labelling. A typical scenario is when some of the labels are obtained through the crowdsourcing technique introduced by (Brabham, 2008). In this technique, non-expert users registered to a common platform provide labels for the unlabeled data. All published works applying methods grouped under this category are using the backpropagation approach for filter learning.

Albarqouni et al. (2016) proposed a 5-layer CNN model (AggNet) for mitotic detection. A crowdsourcing platform, called Crowdflower was developed to annotate the unlabeled images. Users registered on this platform are able to access the samples of labelled images and participate in the annotation process. This model was trained for 100 epochs in GeForce GT 750M on the MICCAI-AMIDA13 challenge dataset that consists of 318 HPF images for training and 22 HPF images for testing, along with 5500 labelled patches from the Crowdflower platform (550 patches annotated by 10 participants). The authors reported an AUC of 0.87. (Das et al., 2018) proposed a MIL-CNN with new multiple instance-pooling layers that extract features from the final fully connected layer for classification. A bag with multiple instances is obtained by extracting regions of interest (ROI) from WSI. Each patient is assigned a bag containing 25 to 60 randomly chosen patches of size 224x224 extracted from the BreakHis dataset. Their model achieved patient-level accuracies of 89.52% (40x), 89.06% (100x), 88.84% (200x), and 87.67% (400x). (Sudharshan et al., 2019) applied on BreakHis dataset MILCNN model initially proposed by (Sun et al. 2016). In their work, they considered two different settings; in the first set, each patient is considered as a bag which is labelled by its diagnosis while in the second set 1000 patches are randomly extracted from each image to constitute bags assigned the image label. The model was trained for 80 to 120 epochs and achieved patient-level accuracies of 86.9 ± 5.4% (40x), 85.7 ± 4.8% (100x), 85.9 ± 3.9% (200x), and 83.4 ± 5.3% (400x) and image-level accuracies of 86.1 ± 4.2% (40x), 83.8 ± 3.1% (100x), 80.2 ± 2.6% (200x), and 80.6 ± 4.6% (400x). (Jaiswal et al., 2019) applied a modified DenseNet-201 proposed by (G. Huang and Weinberger, 2018) where they substituted the last two fully connected layers with a global-max and global-average pooling layers. The model was trained with a small labelled dataset then the trained model is applied on a batch of the unlabeled dataset to obtain a pseudo-labelled dataset that was used to explore discriminating features of the unlabeled dataset. During the training, the backpropagation algorithm optimizes the objective function that combines the loss from the predictions of the pseudo-labelled dataset with that from the labelled dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Supervision/Filter Learning</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Albarqouni et al., 2016)</td>
<td>Inaccurate supervision</td>
<td>MICCAI-AMIDA13 challenge dataset (311 images)</td>
<td>Acc: 89.52 (40x), 89.06 (100x), 88.84 (200x), 87.67 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Das et al., 2018)</td>
<td>Inexact supervision (MIL)</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 Images)</td>
<td>Acc: 86.9 (400x), 85.7 (100x), 85.7 (200x), 83.4 (400x)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Sudharshan et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Inexact supervision (MIL)</td>
<td>BreakHis dataset (7909 Images)</td>
<td>Acc: 85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Jaiswal et al., 2019)</td>
<td>Incomplete supervision</td>
<td>PatchCamelyon (327680 patches of images)</td>
<td>AUC: 0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Shi et al., 2016)</td>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>MGH dataset (66 images)</td>
<td>AUC: 0.88, Acc: 81.51±2.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Huang et al., 2017)</td>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Netherlands Cancer Institute (778 images), Vancouver General Hospital (664 images) and Public dataset. [Stanford Tissue Microarray Consortium Web Portal and The UCSB Bio-Segmentation Benchmark dataset] (45 images)</td>
<td>AUC: 85%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Their model was applied to PCam (PatchCamelyon) dataset that includes labelled and unlabeled images consisting of 327,680 patches of size 96x96 pixels. They trained the model for 5 to 7 epochs on NVIDIA Tesla P100 and reported an AUC of 0.98.

- **Methods Using Forward Filter Learning**

In this approach, predefined filters are used in the convolutional layers instead of learning them through the traditional backpropagation algorithm. These methods are trained for a short period at a low computational cost and they can perform well with small-sized datasets. Two pioneer research works have adopted this approach for learning filters, namely ScatNet (Bruna, J. and Mallat, S. 2013) and PCANet (Chan et al., 2015). The formerly used wavelet operators to define the filters while the latter used PCA method to define them.

Shi et al. (2016) proposed a method inspired by PCANet called Color pattern Random Binary Hashing-Based PCANet (C-RBH-PCANet). In this method, filters learned using a PCA-based technique were applied to a 2-block CNN (each including a convolutional layer, non-linearity layer and a pooling layer). They reported an AUC and accuracy of 0.88 and 81.51%, respectively on a dataset that consists of 1000 patches from 66 WSI of size 800x1800 from the MGH (Massachusetts General Hospital) dataset. (Huang et al., 2017) proposed a 5-layer CNN model. The filters were learned using principal component analysis on the public datasets (University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, UPSM and the UCSB Bio-Segmentation, UCSB-BS Benchmark dataset), and a sample of different types of histology images obtained through the Google search engine. They achieved an accuracy of 85% on randomly selected 12,000 patches of size 50x50 pixels from three datasets (Netherlands Cancer Institute dataset, Vancouver General Hospital dataset, and the UPSM and UCSB-BS public datasets).

5. DISCUSSION

In this paper, the focus was on how CNN-based methods addressed the two major challenges faced by any CNN-based model namely the design of an appropriate CNN architecture and the acquisition of an adequate labelled dataset.

Regarding the CNN architecture design, the survey showed that the early methods adopted a handcrafted approach that builds from scratch the adequate CNN architecture based on trial and error. These methods are characterized by their relatively small depths (mostly less than 7 layers), reasonable training time and epoch number and moderate to good accuracy (mostly from 70% to 90%). Tuning the values of the CNN hyperparameters such as the number of layers, number of filters and their sizes, etc. is tedious and time-consuming. Besides, the identified architectures are difficult to adapt to new datasets. With the event of performant deep CNNs such as AlexNet (8 layers), VggNet (16 and 19 layers), GoogleNet (22 layers) and ResNet (152 layers), transfer learning became the preferred approach for designing image classifiers. The proposed methods attained better accuracies on breast cancer histology images (from mid-80% to mid-90%) with much less design effort, as most of the time the design consists of retraining and / or modifying the few last layers of a predesigned CNN architecture. The main drawback of these methods is the large number of learned weights that have to be stored. Very recently Network Architecture Search (NAS) techniques have been proposed. They aim to automatically design optimized CNN architectures with efficient hyperparameter setting that suits the dataset under consideration. Designed CNN can achieve very high classification accuracies, the only work we found addressing breast cancer histology image classification reported an accuracy of 99%. The main drawback of these methods resides in the significant search time required to identify the appropriate architecture.

Regarding the acquisition of an adequate labelled dataset, the survey showed that proposed breast cancer histology image classification methods addressed the problem in different ways. Some methods make use of the large size of the Whole-Slide Images or WSI (about 2040 x 1536) to extract a significant number of small labelled patches of a few hundred pixels in each dimension. The resulting images are then used to train and test the designed CNN models which lead to achieving accuracies in the range of mid-80% to mid-90%. Other methods use pre-trained models that usually do not need a large number of images for training because of the huge size of the dataset used to design the pre-trained CNN. When there is a need to further increase the size of the dataset, two approaches are applied: data augmentation and weakly supervised learning. In data augmentation, new images/patches are generated from collected labelled data by applying image transformations such as rotations, zooming, illumination variations, cropping etc. Obtained classification accuracies are usually very high (from 85% to 99%). Weakly supervised learning acquires labelled images through three techniques crowdsourcing, bagging or the semi-supervised technique proposed by Chapelle et al. Methods adopting these techniques achieved good classification accuracies (from 83% to 89%). Recently, feedforward approaches for learning filters were proposed to overcome the drawbacks of the traditional backpropagation method including the need for large labelled datasets. Proposed methods achieve good accuracy levels (from 81% to 85%) with a few layers and reasonable size of labelled datasets.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we surveyed recent CNN-based methods for breast cancer histology image classification. The surge in high-performance GPU computing coupled with the availability of a large amount of training data has made CNN achieve state-of-the-art performance in
the classification tasks. Although the feature representation from pre-trained models has been learned from natural images, these models achieve high classification accuracy on histological images and therefore are widely applied. Recently, training with few samples is getting more attention from the research community using histology images because of the limited size of this type of dataset. This survey showed that the use of automatic architecture design and feedforward filter learning approaches have not been fully explored for the analysis of breast histology images despite the impressive results obtained by the former in classifying images and the promising perspectives offered by the latter to deal with the lack of labelled histology image datasets. Therefore, we believe these two directions need to be further explored and could be of great potential and value in the future.
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